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❒  Satan in Bible Prophecy  Mike Gendron  #S14CSG 
Mike covers several fascinating future events including when Satan’s thrown 

to the earth and takes over the body of the dead world leader, excellent!

❒  2 Thes. 2: Apostasy or Rapture  Andy Woods  #S15PTW 
This one is exciting for Believers! While most Bible scholars teach that 
2 Thes 2 is referring to a “falling away” that will happen at the end of 
the age, Andy will walk us through a different yet scripturally sound 
interpretation. Mind-blowing!

❒  The Coming World Government  Andy Woods  #S14SCW 
The Bible tells us where we’re headed in the last days . . . into a one-
world government. But who will run it? What is its purpose? How will it 
affect Christians living on the earth prior to Rapture? Timely!

❒  The Incredible Effects of Rapture Paul Van Noy  #S14SIV 
A great study of what happens to Christians and non-Christians at the 
Rapture. What  will Believers feel? Where will we go? What will we do? 
What happens to the non-Believers who are left on the earth? What is 
the “Lie?” And he’ll top it off with five 100% irrefutable reasons it WILL 
happen before the Tribulation!

❒  The 70 Weeks of Daniel J.B. Hixson  #S14SSH 
Based on Daniel 9:24-27, this is one of two foundational Bible 
prophecies you MUST correctly understand to properly understand 
the future. It covers the entire time from 483 BC through the Tribula-
tion. It promises Israel will go back to blood sacrifices in Israel and the 
peace treaty that will set it all in motion.

❒  Middle East Flames Jack Kelley  #S13CMK 
This is a great study of where we are and where we’re headed in the 
Middle East—which in turn tells us how close we are to the Rapture 
and the end of the Church Age! 

❒  A Mind-Bending Walk Through Revelation 12  
Andy Woods  #S13CMW 
Andy takes us on a walk through one of the most action-packed 
chapters in the entire Bible. Israel, the Messiah, Satan’s crash to earth, 
Jesus in the Tribulation and Israel’s worst day in the history of the 
earth are all covered. 

❒  Who is Mystery Spiritual Babylon? Mike Gendron  #S13CWG 
The Bible says that in the Tribulation, all the world will be under a 
one-world church—so how the heck will the Arabs and the Christians 
get under the same roof? Mike explains.

❒  Daniel 2: Understanding God’s Foundational Prophecy J.B. 
Hixson  #S13CDH 
Enjoy a great solid study of the statue in Daniel 2, one of the clearest 
of all Bible prophecies. Learn the identity of the toes and their impli-
cation for those of us alive today!

❒  Ten Bible Prophecies Being Fulfilled Today Tim LaHaye  #S8LTL 
Tim has been teaching Bible prophecy using a literal hermeneutic for 
over 50 years! And his ten prophecies get you fired up that Rapture is 
just around the corner!

❒  7 Future Events that Will Shake the World! Ed Hindson  #S5CFH 
This is one heck of an outline of the BIG seven prophetic events that 
are dead ahead. 

❒    Satan’s Top 10 Lies: Lie #4 The United States is NOT in 
Bible Prophecy! Bill Perkins #SS12UP   
Most people who’ve grown up in Christian circles have heard that 
the United States is NOT in Bible prophecy. This video challenges 
that assertion with 20 or so references that could ONLY be referring 
to the USA!

❒  “Just Before Rapture” Bible Prophecies  Mike Gendron  #S13LJG 
A plethora of verses describing what the world’s like just before Rapture. 

❒  Great Last Days Deceptions J.B. Hixson  #S12SGH 
The Bible is chock full of prophetic predictions about the time in 
which we live. J.B., a seasoned writer/lecturer on pre-millennial/pre-
tribulational doctrines, takes a look at Bible Prophecy through the lens 
of Satan’s deceptive agenda. And boy has Satan been busy!

❒  The Second Coming of Jesus Christ Dave Reagan  #S6PSR 
There is nothing like getting ALL the facts about the Second Coming—in 
one awesome presentation.

❒  After the Millenium Paul Van Noy  #S11CAV 
When Satan is finally cast into the lake of fire at the end of the millennium, 
time stops and eternity begins. What will it be like? Paul, Compass’ doctri-
nal “go to” guy, gives us a fascinating Biblical picture of our future home. 
And we won’t be sitting around on clouds playing harps! Outstanding!

❒  Artificial Intelligence & the Return of the Nephilim  
Tom Horn  #S11CAH 
As scientists work with artificial intelligence and nanotechnology to 
construct a third strand of DNA that will purportedly make our bodies 
disease free, who will control the ultimate design? Our minds, memo-
ries, physiology and even offspring are at stake!  Bone-chilling!!

❒  End-Time Prophecy Deceptions Don Perkins  #S7TEP 
Satan’s throwing more dirt and spreading more lies than we can keep 
up with! Don, one of the top Bible prophecy experts in the world, 
outlines his top Bible prophecy lies in one awesome presentation!

❒  The Air-Tight Case for Pre-Trib Rapture Ed Hindson  #S1AH 
The correct interpretation of Biblical Eschatology (Bible verses dealing 
with future events) heavily influences how you view Israel, the second 
coming of Jesus, and even the wrath of God. Ed gives verse after 
verse explaining the absolute certainty of pre-trib rapture.

❒  Why Do The Nations Rage? Dave Reagan  #S6PWR 
An excellent overview of what in the world is going on and how 
everything is moving to a final climax as predicted in the Bible.

❒  America & the 10 Kings of Revelation Wilfred Hahn  #S10SAH 
Wilfred is an expert in Bible Prophecy and his niche is The Book 
of Revelation. He’ll delve deeply into those interesting last-days’ 10 
world powers with Biblical twists and turns few have studied. This is a 
stand-up-and-yell Bible prophecy “pundits” delight!
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